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Abstract. A method for in vitro identification of individual bacterial cells is presented. The method is based on a
combination of optical tweezers for spatial trapping of individual bacterial cells and Raman microspectroscopy
for acquisition of spectral “Raman fingerprints” obtained from the trapped cell. Here, Raman spectra were taken
from the biofilm-forming cells without the influence of an extracellular matrix and were compared with biofilm-
negative cells. Results of principal component analyses of Raman spectra enabled us to distinguish between the
two strains of Staphylococcus epidermidis. Thus, we propose that Raman tweezers can become the technique
of choice for a clearer understanding of the processes involved in bacterial biofilms which constitute a highly
privileged way of life for bacteria, protected from the external environment. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.5.051038]
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1 Introduction
Many microorganisms (e.g., bacteria, yeast, and algae) are
known to form a multilayered structure composed of cells
and extracellular matrix on various types of surfaces. Such a for-
mation is known as the biofilm.1–5 Special attention is now paid
to bacterial biofilms that are formed on the surface of medical
implants, surgical fixations, and artificial tissue/vascular
replacements. Cells contained within such a biofilm are well
protected against antibiotics and phagocytosis and, thus, effec-
tively resist antimicrobial attack. Microbial infections resulting
from the biofilm formation represent a serious complication in
the treatment of open fractures, cardiovascular diseases, and
organ transplants.1–3 Elucidation of the basic mechanisms of
the biofilm formation would contribute to deeper understanding
of the basic biochemical mechanisms underlying this process
and developing new and more efficient strategies for the infec-
tion treatment or even protection.

Staphylococcus epidermidis represents one of the most vir-
ulent bacteria, mainly attributed to its surface colonization and
biofilm formation in medicine. A biofilm represents an adherent,
structured, high density community of bacterial cells embedded
in an extracellular matrix, previously called slime2 (Fig. 1).
Polysaccharide intracellular adhesion (PIA) is considered as
the major functional component contained in the extracellular
matrix which mediates the intercellular adhesion and thus for-
mation of S. epidermidis biofilms.

The chemical analysis of an extracellular matrix reveals a
range of macromolecules, including carbohydrates, carbohy-
drate containing proteins, and/or peptidoglicans. For example,
Karamanos et al.5 identified the following constituents: protein
(19% to 26%), amino sugars (10% to 31%), neutral sugars
(4% to 16%), hexuronic acid (3% to 13%), esterified phosphates
(7% to 12%), and total sulfates (2% to 4%). A key component of

the extracellular matrix in S. epidermidis biofilm is poly-N-ace-
tylglucosamine, the linear homopolymer N-acetylglucosamine
linked with a β-1,6-glycosidic linkage whose subunits are ran-
domly deacetyled, enabling the aggregation of staphylococcal
cells and thus also facilitating accumulation in biofilm.3

However, all of them exhibit a wide spread in relative compo-
sition within the given sample.

When characterizing biofilms using spectroscopic techniques,
and specifically Raman spectroscopy, a common approach is to
analyze biofilm as a whole (cells embedded in extracellular
matrix). Such spectra were acquired point-by-point at selected
positions of individual colonies or using line-scan techniques
such as, e.g., Renishaw StreamLine.6,7

Beier et al. studied the identification of different bacteria in
biofilms using confocal Raman spectroscopy.8 In this study, the
sample volume size was larger than a single bacterium so that
some extracellular polysaccharides (EPS) could be present in the
Raman sampling volume along with the cells. It was found that,
in principle, the source of species-specific spectral signatures
could be the EPS rather than the bacterial cells themselves.
Moreover, McEwen et al. investigated the characteristic Raman
peaks which could be beneficial to evaluate the presence or
absence of particular EPS components developed on KT2440
cell surface during different culture times.9 It was concluded that
Raman microspectroscopy was able to identify biochemical
structural components of bacterial EPS versus culture time.
Thus, the just mentioned approach collects data from many
cells including the contribution from extracellular matrix. Note
that in most biofilms, the microorganisms account for less than
10% of the dry mass, whereas the extracellular matrix can
account for over 90%.10

Therefore, when measuring only the “clean” single cell con-
tributions, there is a lack of specificity, which is crucial for
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understanding the processes involved in cells embedded in the
biofilm matrix. Such cells are well known to express phenotypes
that differ from those of their planktonic counterparts. More-
over, they display specific properties including an increased re-
sistance to chemical agent treatments.4

In this study, we focused on eliminating the presence of an
extracellular matrix so that only “clean” cells are examined
using Raman spectroscopy. In order to visualize the volume
of extracellular matrix and reveal differences in the internal
structure of the biofilm of our samples, a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) technique was used. It is clear that the com-
bination of Raman spectroscopy with SEM can provide a deeper
insight into the chemistry and composition of biofilms. Conse-
quently, from Fig. 1, the volume ratio of cells to the extracellular
matrix of about 3 to 1 can be estimated. Thus, this means that the
contribution of about 25% of the extracellular matrix from
examined volume can translate to Raman spectra and, in
turn, can significantly influence the Raman spectra of cells.

In order to obtain the Raman spectrum of biofilm-forming
cells without the influence of the extracellular matrix, individual
bacterial cells must be extracted out of the colony and localized.
A single focused laser beam, known as optical tweezers,11–16

represents an ideal tool for this task because it provides contact-
less and sterile spatial trapping of living cells for the time of
Raman spectrum acquisition. Such a combination of optical
tweezers and Raman microspectroscopy is known as Raman
tweezers.12–20 Thus, living microorganisms can be isolated and
trapped in liquid media or microchambers on a chip where their
metabolic response to surrounding environment can be investi-
gated in a contactless way by Raman microspectroscopy.21

Recently, Raman spectroscopy and an optical tweezers
instrument was able to measure the Raman spectra of single
or multiple individual spores in aqueous solution using single
or multiple traps.22 Single-cell laser-trapping Raman spectros-
copy (Raman tweezers) was used as a method for direct, quan-
titative, in vivo lipid profiling of oil-producing microalgae.23

Avetisyan et al. used laser tweezers Raman spectroscopy to
monitor the in vivo real-time uptake and conversion of trehalose
by single bacterial cells.24 Moreover, recent reviews provide
valuable information on the exciting advance of Raman tweez-
ers in biomedicine to characterize, discriminate, and identify
bacteria at the single-cell level.25,26

It has been shown in several studies that Raman microspec-
troscopy is capable of rapid identification and discrimination of
biological samples including medically relevant microorgan-
isms (bacteria and yeast). It has been shown that the technique
of Raman spectroscopy (including Raman imaging) can be
regarded as the method of choice for many studies of mecha-
nisms that regulate biological processes of micro-organisms,
cells, and biological samples.27–35 In addition, a reasonably
detailed database of Raman fingerprints from common biologi-
cal samples has been published.36

Raman spectroscopy employs a laser beam that is focused
with a microscope objective in order to excite and collect Raman
scattering from a small volume of the sample, usually less
than 1 fL. A typical Raman spectrum from living microorganism
contains a wealth of spectral peaks corresponding to unique
interatomic vibrations in biomolecules, e.g., nucleic acids, pro-
teins, carbohydrates, and lipids. Such a spectrum serves as a cel-
lular ‘fingerprint’ and a sensitive indicator of the physiological

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Staphylococcus epidermidis colonies grown on a
glass substrate. Biofilm (extracellular matrix or slime) formation is clearly visible throughout the sample
filling the space between grape-like clusters of Staphylococcus cells. (a) SEM image looking perpendicu-
larly to the surface of a biofilm-forming bacterial colony, (b) SEM image of a fracture (cross section) of the
colony, (c) detail of the cells embedded in the extracellular matrix taken from (b). Individual cells and
biofilm (extracellular matrix or slime) are denoted by arrows. We estimate that the volume ratio of
cells to extracellular matrix is about 3 to 1.
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state of the cell.37 Raman spectra thus enable us to differentiate
between different cell types, physiological states, nutrient con-
ditions, and phenotype changes. In principle, Raman spectros-
copy requires measurement times on the order of minutes, and
sample preparation can be short and extremely economical, e.g.,
the same substrates, which are used in hospitals for quick infec-
tion checks (growing bacteria colonies in Petri dishes), can be
directly used.7

In order to study how biofilm formation translates into
changes in Raman spectra of the cells, the strain pair bio-
film-forming S. epidermidis and biofilm-negative S. epidermidis
were used in our study. One expects the matrix composition of
bacterial colonies of the biofilm-positive strain to be different
from that of the biofilm-negative strain. Thus, one may hope
that ability to form the extracellular matrix that makes up the
biofilm, also translate into the Raman spectral “fingerprint”
of the single bacterial cells, so that it might become feasible
to distinguish both positive and negative strains at the level
of the single cell. Note that in biofilm-negative strain cells
were not experiencing the influence of the extracellular matrix.
Thus, their time-course evolution is different from cells living in
a biofilm-positive colony. As mentioned above, these cells
express different phenotypes.

In this paper, we demonstrate that Raman tweezers are
indeed able to distinguish strains of biofilm-forming (biofilm-
positive) and biofilm-negative S. epidermidis strains with the
help of a mathematical method called principal component
analysis (PCA).7 PCA was recently successfully used in the
characterization of fetal cells where Jell et al. applied PCA to
detect real-time biochemical changes in fetal osteoblast.38

This work demonstrates the use of PCA to analyze complicated
Raman spectra of live cells. It was concluded that PCA analysis
can discriminate between cells with small biochemical
differences. PCA has also been used for identification of differ-
ent microorganisms involved in bacterial urinary tract infections
employing Raman spectroscopy.39 PCAwas applied to discrimi-
nate groups of heat-activated spores based on their Raman spec-
tra.40 Here, the PCA algorithm was used to determine if minor
differences between single untreated spores, cooled heat-acti-
vated spores and spores during heat activation can be differen-
tiated based on their individual Raman spectra. Note that PC-
loading presentations constitute a valuable tool for estimating
the relative contributions from different molecules present in
the sample.38,41

2 Experimental Procedures

2.1 Sample Preparation and Experimental
Procedures

In order to investigate Raman spectra from single cells (without
the influence of an extracellular matrix) selected bacterial cells
were directly taken from a bacterial colony using a plastic inoc-
ulation loop and diluted in an Eppendorf tube. Consequently, the
tube was gently mixed for at least 1 min (on a vortex-mixer) to
wash the slime and generate a suspension of single “clean” cells
(Fig. 2). It can be noted that extracellular slime is water-soluble
and thus could be removed by washing.42,43 Consequently, a
droplet (10 μl) of suspension was placed on a microscope cover-
slip. Thus, we obtained very low concentration of S. epidermidis
cells ranging between 50 and 70 cells within the microscope
field of view (100 μm × 100 μm).

In the next step, a few (freely moving cells free from extrac-
ellular matrix) cells were immediately trapped and analyzed
using Raman tweezers. In this way, the contribution from com-
ponents involved in extracellular matrix, such as, e.g., PIA, was
minimized. Consequently, the Raman spectra of bacterial cells
were measured. Experiments were carried out using a custom-
built experimental system of Raman tweezers.17,37 Briefly, this
combines a Raman microspectrometer with optical tweezers
providing spatial confinement of individual bacterial cells (in
a form of a single cell or a small cluster) during the Raman spec-
trum acquisition. The same laser beam is used for optical trap-
ping and Raman spectroscopy. The output beam from a laser
(power incident on the sample was about 100 mW, λ ¼
785 nm, Ti:Sapphire, Coherent 899/01, Santa Clara, California)
was focused on the sample with a water-immersion objective
lens (UPLSAPO 60×, NA 1.20, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Note that during the experiments employing the optical
tweezers, one living cell suspended in a liquid medium can
be immobilized/trapped using the forces generated by a tightly
focused laser beam. However, in the liquid with more freely
moving bacterial cells, more than one cell which come near
the focus could be trapped (this is very difficult to prevent during
laser exposition). Estimating that the bacterial cell sizes are less
than or comparable to a trapping region of diameter 800 nm, we
assume that up to three cells could be trapped and analyzed at
the same time. Cells are exposed to the laser light only during
spectra acquisition—typically for 10 to 30 s which should give a
low enough light dosage not to cause their damage.44,45

2.2 Raman Spectrum Processing and Analysis

In order to extract quantitative information from the acquired
Raman spectra, the statistical classification of the spectra has
been carried out in MATLAB. We adopted a Rolling-circle46

procedure for spectral processing to suppress the wide spectral
background, automated subtraction of cosmic ray peaks, and the
Savitzky–Golay procedure for subsequent noise filtering.
Finally, all the data from all investigated samples were analyzed
together using standard PCA algorithms to distinguish the
differences between them.

2.3 Bacteria Cultivation and Preparation

Well-characterized bacteria—biofilm-positive S. epidermidis
CCM 7221 and biofilm-negative S. epidermidis CCM 4418
—were obtained from the Czech Collection of Microorganisms
(CCM; Brno, Czech Republic).47 Before each experiment, the

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure. Note that
for biofilm-negative cells the “washing step” was skipped.
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strains were cultivated on Muller-Hinton’s agar (Oxoid, UK) at
37°C overnight. Thus, the colonies used in Raman experiments
were approximately 24 h old, and were contained on plastic
Petri culture dishes. Colony size was estimated on 1 to 2 mm
so that cells could be easily and quickly taken from the colony
surface using an inoculation loop.

3 Results and Discussion
As mentioned in the experimental section, bacterial cells were
taken directly from a bacterial colony. Consequently, they were
diluted and analyzed using Raman tweezers in the water droplet.
The most prominent features observed in the Raman spectra of
bacterial cells shown in Fig. 3 are collected in Table 1.

As can be seen from this summary of spectral features, it
is largely the relative abundance of particular biogroups, con-
tained in the fingerprint, which allows identification via, e.g.,

multivariate analysis. We have used the custom-written package
to analyze our data using principal component (PC) scores.41

In order to differentiate between bacterial species at the level
of single investigated cells, we compared the first two PCs
obtained from Raman spectra taken from S. epidermidis CCM
7221 (biofilm-forming) and S. epidermidis CCM 4418 (biofilm-
negative). Typical results are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that in
our datasets, the first two PCs are sufficient to distinguish bio-
film-forming and biofilm-negative cells with a typical accuracy
of about 98% of the total variance. Thus, Raman spectroscopy
allows one to evaluate the response of “clean” biofilm-forming
cells to cells which do not form biofilm. In this way, the
differences in Raman spectra were solely introduced by different
phenotypes rather than the extracellular matrix.

As mentioned in Sec. 1, PC-loading presentations target the
relative contributions from different molecules present in the
sample. Each PC can be further analyzed using the PC-loadings.

Fig. 3 Typical Raman spectra of S. epidermidis cells (biofilm-forming S. epidermidis CCM 7221). The
peak numbers are used to identify features in the spectra shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Summary of prominent peaks/bands observed in the Raman spectra of bacteria, together with suggested assignments of chemical
compounds. The peak numbers of this table are used to identify features in the spectra shown in this publication.

Peak No. Raman feature (cm−1) Suggested assignment21,27–29

1 720 Adenine

2 782 to 788 782 cytosine, uracil, thymine (U, C, T) ring breathing

783 phosphoenolpyruvate vibration

783 citric acid vibration

788 phosphor diester O─P─O stretch bond of DNA/RNA

3 813 O─P─O stretch of RNA

4 939 to 954 This band has been correlated with the amount of α-helical structure, skeletal
mode of polypeptide backbone (proteins) and C─O─C glycosidic (carbohydrates)

5 1002 Symmetric-ring breathing of phenylalanine amino acid (proteins)

6 1033 C─H in-plane stretch of phenylalanine (proteins)

7 1080 to 1095 1066, 1080 C─C stretch of lipids

1093 C─N stretch of proteins

1095 vibration of phosphor dioxy (PO2) group of deoxyribose sugar (DNA/RNA)

8 1128 1128 C─N stretch of proteins
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When these are plotted as a function of Raman shift, they can
provide valuable information about the origins of the spectral
difference: they can show that Raman features account for the
statistical variations. Thus, PC-loadings enable us to follow
changes in the Raman spectral pattern for different species. In
Fig. 5, the loadings suggest which spectral bands can distinguish
biofilm-positive and biofilm-negative strains.

4 Conclusions
We combined optical tweezers and Raman microspectroscopy to
distinguish—at the single cell level—between two strains of S.
epidermidis (biofilm-forming and biofilm-negative) in real time
and in a contactless way. The biofilm-forming cells were taken
directly out of the biofilm colony, diluted, washed from extrac-
ellular slime, and investigated by Raman tweezers for less than
30 s. The differences between the spectral Raman fingerprints
were analyzed using PCA and just the first two components
were sufficient to split the dataset into two distinct groups—
S. epidermidis biofilm-forming and S. epidermidis biofilm-
negative.

This shows that a fast, statistically significant analysis using
the Raman tweezers is feasible, offering detailed information—
in the sense of Raman fingerprints—of the cells expressing dif-
ferent phenotypes.
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